ABOUT US

Since 1988, the Clarke family have been raising cattle in the east-county region of San Diego County, CA.

Campo Creek Ranch was born when John and Lynn Clarke began pursuing their dream of living a purposeful, self-sufficient lifestyle using traditional, circular farming practices.

As part of that dream, John and Lynn decided to offer naturally raised meats to others who share the desire to eat healthy and support our community.

At Campo Creek Ranch, we ONLY offer foods that meet our strict core philosophy. Simple - Wholesome - Rich Flavor.
That means our animals are raised humanely in the most natural setting on pasture, in the open air and sunshine and NEVER with the use of growth hormones or antibiotics.

To place an order contact
john@campocreekranch.com
619-672-3872
Our CSA

With our dream of sharing our Naturally Raised Meats in mind, our CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) live-share program was established.

At Campo Creek Ranch, we offer a certain number of live beef or hog shares to our customers, aka share-holders. Typically, the customer purchases a live share of the beef or hog and after it is processed at a USDA inspected facility, they receive their meat.

Because we sell direct to our share-holders, we are able to offer live shares in varying sizes.

As an example: We offer live beef shares between 1 whole, which will net approximately 360 lbs. of meat to 1/32 which will net approximately 10 lbs. of meat.

This allows our share-holders to purchase a live share as needed, which can be available as often as every month. Share-holders order and pay for their live share in advance and then come by the determined pick up point on the designated day or days to pick up their box.